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Furnishings & Lighting
 Natural Gift Kuda-fy your space
with nature's sun-bleached, handcrafted
driftwood tables and lamps, collected
and reclaimed from the Beaches of the
Indonesian Archipelago. Kuda's SHORE
Collection features selected pieces of
driftwood that are uniquely designed as
coffee, console and side tables with
bevelled glass, as well as lamps and
stands. Prices range from $229 - $1,495.
Kuda ships nationwide.
KUDA FURNITURE AND HOMEWARES
416.463.4805 / 1.800.866.KUDA (5832)
kuda.ca

 Maximize Your Space Positive Space Interiors specializes in the integration
of contemporary design and usable storage. All drawers in the Platform Bed,
shown here, are fully finished with ultrasuede liners and full extension sliders,
which close silently and effortlessly. This Canadian, family-owned company
makes their space-saving furniture in a variety of colours and textiles. Visit the
website for more information.
POSITIVE SPACE INTERIORS
905.856.6080 / 1.877.856.6080

 The Perfect Piece Started by nature,

 It's In the Details The Kimberley Seldon
sofa (KS27) features on-trend styling accented with
nailhead detail. Designed for Brentwood Classics,
it's just one example of the home decor selection
offered by the experts at Decorating Den Interiors.
Consultants will come to your home to help you
select the perfect fabric for this or any other sofa,
as well as coordinate the rest of the room.
DECORATING DEN INTERIORS
1.800.263.0242
decoratingden.ca
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finished by Forgali. The stunning Phillipe
HDTV console is created from 100 per cent
solid wood – maple, oak or cherry. Choose
your wood, size and finish to create a piece
that suits your style. Forgali manufactures
and provides quality furniture to last a
lifetime, offering customers more choices
and options, from design to delivery.
FORGALI DESIGN CENTRE
905.761.1167 / 905.829.9461
forgali.com

 FANtastic Selection Royal Lighting now offers Kichler’s 52-inch
Kittery Point ceiling fan, available in Polished Nickel with reversible cherry
blades, or Olde Bronze with reversible walnut/cherry blades. The fan
includes a 160-watt integrated Krypton Light and remote control. To view
more of their diverse ceiling fan collection, visit the Royal Lighting
showroom at 1549 Avenue Road (just north of Lawrence).
ROYAL LIGHTING
416.782.1129
royallighting.com

 Everlasting Beauty This beautifully
designed sofa, by Markham Furniture, is
constructed with a maple hardwood frame,
web and coil springs. Shown here in a
luxurious washable chenille, this sofa is also
available in a wide range of fabric choices.
Visit their location at 115 Ronald Avenue,
north of Castlefield, to learn more about
their quality, craftsmanship and custom
design services.
MARKHAM FURNITURE
416.640.0220
markhamfurniture.com

 Luxury Defined The Jane Lockhart Platinum Series is
an exclusive Canadian-made collection of luxury, sustainable
upholstery pieces that includes five classic styles. Manufactured by
Gresham House Furniture in Mississauga, each piece features solid
Canadian hardwood frame construction, Canadian goose feather or
down fill, eco-friendly foam and two frame depths. All pieces are
available as chairs, demi-sofas, full sofas and sectionals.
JANE LOCKHART INTERIOR DESIGN
416.762.2493
janelockhart.com

 Fashionably Functional New from
European designer Peter Kler of Meble Kler, Set
Musetta boasts delicate contours, a slim design,
and decorative seams that combine for unique
styling. Available in standard seating, Musetta is
more popular for its reclining function featured
in the armchair, loveseat and sofa. A Bogart
Furniture & Décor exclusive.
BOGART FURNITURE & DÉCOR
905.829.0088
bogartinc.com

 Customized Style The Winston leather sofa is
the ultimate in style and comfort with its clean simple
lines and down-filled cushions. Niche Decor has the
ability to custom create this piece with any dimensions
or leathers you may have in mind. Handcrafted in
Canada, it’s the perfect addition to any space.
NICHE DECOR
905.479.8385
nichedecor.ca
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